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Recent articles have examined the rising direct (i.e., inputs) costs associated with corn and soybean 
production in Illinois (see farmdoc daily, September 26 and November 14, 2023).  Today’s article shifts 
focus to power costs, which predominately come from a farm operation’s machinery and equipment but 
also include utilities. 

Similar to direct costs, power costs per acre have generally trended upwards and tracked with per acre 
return levels on Illinois grain farms since 2000.  While varying considerably, power costs relative to crop 
revenue have averaged around 14% for corn and 16% for soybeans. 

Given the expectation for lower returns for the 2023 and 2024 crop years, identifying strategies to reduce 
power costs may become important over the next few crop years. Most cost reducing strategies rely on 
reducing capital purchases.   

Trends in Power Costs on Illinois Farms  

Historical data on power costs (2000 to 2022) comes from the Illinois Farm Business Farm Management 
Association. Projections for the 2023 and 2024 crop years come from the August 2024 release of Illinois 
crop budgets and historical revenue and costs for Illinois grain crops. The power category includes costs 
associated with machinery (depreciation, repairs, hire, fuel, and oil), light vehicles, and utilities.  
Machinery costs historically make up most of total power costs.   

Figure 1 illustrates the growth in power costs on a per acre basis since 2000 for corn acres in central 
Illinois. Costs associated with machinery have accounted for over 90% of total power costs each year. 
There has been a general upward trend in power costs, increasing from $66 per acre in 2000 to $167 per 
acre in 2022. This implies an annualized growth rate of about 4% over that time period. This compares 
with a 7% average annual growth rate for crop revenues and direct costs (see farmdoc daily, September 
26, 2023). Power costs are projected higher, at $187 per acre, for the 2023 crop year and are expected to 
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decline slightly to $179 per acre for 2024. In relative terms, power costs have averaged 14% of crop 
revenues on central Illinois corn acres since 2000. 

 

Power costs tend to track returns, with more rapid increases experienced during the high return period 
from 2007 to 2013 and in recent years since 2020. Power costs tend to plateau, or even decline slightly, 
during multi-year periods of lower returns, such as the first half of the 2000s and from 2014 to 2019. As 
with trends in direct costs, power costs tend to exhibit a 1- to 2-year lag in tracking adjustments in 
revenue and return levels. Reductions typically come from 1) reductions in fuel costs from energy-price 
declines and 2) reductions in depreciation as farmers reduce capital purchases. 

The relationship between power costs and returns is linked strongly to farms’ capital purchase activity. 
Importantly, Illinois FBFM’s reported machinery depreciation – a major component of power costs – has 
been a measure of economic depreciation since 2003. Thus, changes in depreciation over time reflect, at 
least partially, an operation’s investment (or disinvestment) in their owned machinery complement. High 
return periods lead to more capital purchases as farm operations update their machinery and implement 
tax management strategies (see farmdoc daily, March 19, 2021). 

Figure 2 illustrates growth in power costs on a per acre basis for soybean acres in central Illinois. Costs 
have increased from $57 per acre in 2000 to $149 per acre in 2022. Typically, soybean production often 
uses fewer tillage passes and has lower costs for harvest operations compared with corn (Lattz and 
Schnitkey, 2023).  While per acre power costs for soybeans tend to be lower than those for corn, the 
historical trends and relationship to revenues and returns are quite similar. On a relative basis, power 
costs have averaged 16% of soybean revenues since 2000. 
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Figure 3 plots the machinery depreciation component of total power costs with operator and land returns 
for corn acres in central Illinois since 2003. This highlights the increase in machinery depreciation 
observed during higher returns and the plateaus experienced during lower returns as farm operations 
reduce capital purchases and machinery investment to manage reduced cash flows. 

 

Implications for 2024 and Beyond 

With the return outlook for 2024 and beyond suggesting a return to lower revenues, cost reducing 
strategies may be key to ensuring profitable returns or minimizing losses in the coming crop years. 
Reducing power costs can be difficult, as recent capital purchases will tend to lead to persistent economic 
depreciation cost levels as well as ongoing maintenance and operating costs for the equipment. 
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Power cost reduction strategies have been covered and discussed in previous articles heading into the 
last lower return period in 2014 (see farmdoc daily, February 18, 2014). Strategies should focus on 
ensuring appropriate sizing of the operation’s machinery complement given total acreage. This is 
particularly important for harvest and tillage operations, where achieving low per acre machinery costs 
through efficient combine and tractor choices, given the operation’s total acreage, can be a major 
differentiating factor for more highly profitable farms. Reducing or limiting tillage operations, to the extent 
possible, can be an effective way to lower power costs to address lower return prospects in individual 
years. 

Conclusions 

As with direct production costs, power costs associated with corn and soybean production have trended 
upward over the past 20 years for farms in central Illinois. Costs associated with economic depreciation 
are directly linked with capital purchase activity, which tend to track with return levels. 

Given the outlook for lower returns in 2023, 2024, and beyond, producers should be thinking about ways 
to reduce and control costs, including power costs. 
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